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Years of work to see the TRUST Act passed does not
stop because Governor Brown chose to veto the bill.
He can veto a bill but he cannot veto a movement. Never has California been so united
behind something that reflects the most basic of what we deserve. For parents and
children to know that when we leave our house in the morning we will be reunited without
chance that interactions with police will tear us away from our loved ones.
We have galvanized understanding of a problem whose solution is now inevitable: We
believe that our families belong together. It is police and ICE that should be separated.
And we have learned that we can mobilize enormous national strength through the local
fights we engage.
By not signing the TRUST Act, Governor Brown signed his place into the ranks of Jan
Brewer and Sheriff Arpaio. He let the President's Secure Communities mass deportation
program go unchecked. And he missed an opportunity to make every Californian safer.
But he did not stop our movement.
We are stronger today than we were yesterday. More people are engaged in the fight
against the polimigra today than yesterday.
In the past two years we have only seen copycats of SB1070 but this will mark the year
that we see copycat bills to restore trust in California and the rest of this country.
There are multiple dimensions of uncertainty with the election happening in the coming
months but what we know is that we will win positive local and state legislation and further
federal reform.
We are turning a corner where our criminalization will not be tolerated, where our dignity
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will not go undefended, where people like Jose Ucelo, the Orange County day laborer still
facing deportation because his employer filed a false police report instead of paying him
his wages, will be leaders for our civil rights instead of victims of deportation.
Jerry Brown may not have seen it, but we do. California is awakening. We will fight the
Arizona in our own back yard. Sheriff Baca, Jerry Brown, and the federal government's
willingness to see our families torn apart by deportation is not just a moral wrong, it is a
political mistake.
Our organizing will make sure of that.
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